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apatriada
apatriada is incorrectly written and should be written as "Apatriada, stateless." being its meaning:<br>Apatriada refers to
a person without a homeland, despatriada. However, I believe that he intended to ask for stateless, which means that
the reference person does not feel love for his country or that he has betrayed her severely.

apatridas
stateless persons is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Stateless persons" being its meaning:<br>Person that
no State considers its rightful citizen. Rejected international, moved. People who deny their homeland or betray it.

apatusco
It means use regular, everyday, ordinary.  Utensil that is required to wear, tackle, Wrangler, ornament, dressing, fitting,
apero.  Of manual and ordinary use.

apaxtla
In language Nahuatl Apaxtla is derived from Apaztli which means dish, tray, Bowl, basin ( Clay pot glazed shaped
casserole ).  Apaxtla is a Mexican town in the State of Guerrero.  The full name of the city is city Apaxtla de Castrejón.

apán
In language Nahuatl meaning River.  Stream, channel.  It also means Sea Sponge.  The name of a Mexican municipality
in the State of Hidalgo.

apático
It means indifferent, insensitive, desganado, indolent, lazy.

apechusque
It means chest pain, symptoms of infarction or pericarditis, stung in the chest.  Pang.

apedreos
It is synonymous with pedreas.  It means clashes of protesters with the authority through the launch of stones or
pebbles.

apego
It means friendship, passion, love, affection, affection, devotion, esteem, tilt, proclivity.

apeles
Name of an ancient Greek painter born in Colophon.  Painter of Ancient Greece of Ionian origin.  It can also be an
appeal inflection, which means claiming, appealing, interposing, requesting, protesting. 

apellido nanclares
nanclares surname is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Nanclares" being its meaning:<br>Nanclares de la
Oca ( in Basque Langraiz Oka and officially Nanclares de la Oca / Langraiz Oka ) also known as simply Nanclares or
Nanclares de Oca, is a municipality of the province of Álava, Basque country ( 41 Spain;.



apellido zuno
Zuno is a well-known surname in the State of Jalisco, Mexico.  José Guadalupe Zuno was Governor of the State of
Jalisco and founder of the University of Guadalajara.   Grandfather of a Mexican actor called Andrés Zuno.  The
surname is very ancient (1100 d.  (C) and of Italian origin from the city of Tortona, with variant Zunino.  It has something
to do with arching eyebrows, frown.  María Esther Zuno, was first lady of Mexico (1970-1976), as it was the spouse of
Luis Echevarría.

apellidos
Plural of surname.  It means name.  name, patronymic, pseudonym, alias, nickname, nickname, name.  Complement of
a name.

apelmazamientos
It means to form lumps, mazacotes or pests.  Action or effect of caking, acquiring hardness or compacting.  It means
compacting, condensing, hardening, amazacotaring, tightening.

apelortonada
In Colombia we use the term appelotardado or apelotardada .  It means late, slow, retarded, gross, dumb, stupid.  Also
asshole, dumb, who is manipulated, sonso, squirt, which is a ball, in colloquial language.

apelotonamientos
Action and effect of apelotonar or apelotonar .  Let balls or balls form.  It is the formation of lumps or malts in a solution. 
Appeals, pluggings.  It can mean stacking, stacking, compactions.  In Colombia in a colloquial way apelotonar it means
to be afraid, to cower, to feel fear.  Fears.

apenarse
It means feeling sorry or ashamed.  Ashamed.

apendejeado
It means smitten, atolondrado, that acquires the quality of asshole.  It is an inflection of apendejar is.  Means acquire the
status of shy, coward, chicken, coward, WIMP.  Aguevarse, frighten you, cow, agallinarse, Captivate is, atolondrar is,
stun it.  .

apentencia
It means hunger, cravings, desires, desire, inclination, appetite.  Feeling like a desire for something.

apeñuscado
In Colombia it means with many people, stacked, concentrated, crowded, crowded. 

apeñuscamiento
It means concentration of many elements in a small space.  Stacking, stacking, saturation, concentration, clustering,
gathering, overcrowding, bulking.

apeñuscar
In Colombia it means to squeeze, to gather, to pile, to concentrate.  Locate many things or objects, animals or people in
a small space. 



apeñuscarse
In Colombia it means concentrating many people in a small space.  Pile up, crowd, crowd, concentrate, squeeze. 

apeonar
Walk quickly, crouched and frightened.  It refers especially to scary birds when they are hunting them. 

apercibido
In Spain, it means suspended, threatened, warned, warned.   In football, player who has reached the limit of yellow
cards.  You can not play.

apercibimientos
It means warning, threat, exhortation, warning, recommendation.

apercollar
It means hold tightly by the neck.  Hold, hug or squeeze the couple tightly during the dance.  By extension have sex .

aperezado
Negligent, lazy person.  Vague, insidious lazy. 

apero
In Colombia, it means mounting, saddle.  It is also the set of tools or implements necessary to carry out agricultural
chores.  Tillage equipment.  Gear.

aperplejar
It means astonishing, slinging, squirming, turbar.  Cause amazement or strangeness.  Leave perplexed or stunned. 
Cause stupor or dread.

aperta
It is a word in Galician language.  It means hug, achuchón, grip.  Effusive greeting.

apertrechado
Ready for combat.  With plenty of ammo.  You have enough tools, weapons or tools to start and execute an action. 
Imperflection of roughing or squat.  It means arming or arming. 

apertrechados
It means armed .  They have enough accoutrements, weapons or ammunition to face a battle or a war.  It also relates to
being well parapeted or located, in a protected place to face the enemy. 

apertrecharse
It means stocking up, accumulating resources, provisions or equipment, in order to solve problems, future crises or to
defend yourself in the near future. 

aperturar



It's a word that's becoming popular.  It means to open , open , start , make opening .  It is used to differentiate the
concept of opening which means to break, slash, rip, split, fraction.

aperturas
It refers to the start of operations of an entity, local, store or company, showing that it opens the service to the public.

apetecimiento
Apetecimiento is the same as wish, desire, whim, caprice, appetite, desire, apeto, desire, craving, greed, greed.

apeto
In Colombia it means desires to eat, to be hungry, to filo or to be a gurubia.   Having an appetite, eager to eat. 

apéate
Imperative to get off or off.  Inflection of getting off or off, which means going down, getting off, disassembling,
descending.  It can also mean deterring. 

apéndices
It means tail, tail, Member, limb, extension, tentacle, outgoing, added, added, end, elongation, extension.  In biology it is
a vestigial organ.  Addendum.  Part of a book.

aphid
In biology and Entomology means aphids, aphid.  They are insects that are pests in gardens, forest plantations and
agricultural crops.

api
Prefix meaning bee.  Colada, cream that is prepared with milk and cereal.  In the oil industry it is a term widely used to
denote that it is technically adequate or appropriate, certified.  Abbreviation for American Petroleum Institute.  The term
is usually used to measure relative density, which is given in degrees.  It is measured according to the specific gravity
scale developed by that institute. 

apia
It is a town and municipality in the Risaralda Department, Colombia.  Name of a locality in Samoa ( Capital ) . 

apiarme
apiarme is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Get" me being their meaning:<br>The correct term is to get me. 
It means get out, go down.  Get out of a vehicle or something to start walking.  Move to footer.

apiazar
It means patching, placing a patch or patch on clothes.  Surcir, weaving.

apical
It means tip, end, apex.  It's at one end, at the tip.  Also in language, it means that it is pronounced by touching with the
tip of the tongue the palate, teeth or alveoli.



apichado
In Colombia it is the same as picho.  It means vinegary, vinegar or acid flavor.  You've lost the good taste.  Rotten,
decomposed.

apichar
In Colombia apichar or apicharse, is deteriorating, damaged, sobremadurarse, rotten or move a fruit to such an extent
that it acquires a bad taste, musty or sour taste.  Ugly smell to rotten.

apilar
In Colombia it is the same as piling, slumping, accumulating, gathering, grouping, placing things on top of each other or
gathering them in one place.

apinol
The Apinol is an extract from pine resin or pine oil.  It is a repellent, disinfectant and natural antiseptic.  Used for insect
bites, burns and wounds.

apiñar
It is to gather many similar or similar elements in a small space.  Pinch, stack, gather, gather.

apiñarse
In Colombia it means gathering many elements in a small space.  Pinch, get together, pile up, get together, crowd.

apireno
It means fruit that lacks seed or walnut (pepa).  It was a botanical term that is no longer used.

apiretal
It is the trade name of a drug used against febrile episodes in infants ( antipyretic).  It is available as an oral solution.

apitiguado
It's a inflection to tee witness or beekeeping.  it is a term used in Chile and that means demoralizing, feeling
overwhelmed, dejected, totally losing the mood or desire to live.  Get discouraged, overwhelmed.  Severe, saddened
decay. 

apitoxina
Venom possessed by bees.  A toxin found in the stinger of bees.  Toxin used as an alternative to cure osteoarthritis. 

apivoro
apivoro is incorrectly written and should be written as "Apivoro /con tilde )" being its meaning:<br>It refers to the animal
that feeds on bees.

apícola
It is the name of a farm where breeding bees.  Place of apiaries or beehives and extracted their products such as honey
and Royal Jelly.  Concerning or related to bees.  Place where beekeeping is practised.



apíferas
It means relative to bees.  Similar to bees or bee-shaped.

aplacarse
It means entering calma, Stilling.  Passing storm, anger or rage.  Overcome the evil genius, compose, calm down, calm
it.

aplanchado
In Colombia means very sad or distressed, complicated.  May sadness and nostalgia engulf him.  Person who has
suffered a breakdown of any kind.  He suffers a pain of love.  Low note, with encouragement on the floor.  Sad,
distressed, composed, grieving, disheartened, nostalgic.  enguayabado, appeased, enthused.

aplicacion de los incisos
" Application of subsections " It is a legal term nthat means that law applies on the entirety of the standard and not
independent articles.  Paragraphs in a law are usually inserts or short texts interspersed with the context ( they are
explanatory or set a limit ).

aplicación supletoria
It means application in replacement, temporary or by analogy.  Law is the application of a rule which is itself a legal
branch and that by not being determined specifically, you cannot assume and apply temporarily.  It is used to fill empty
or legal gaps calls legal.

aplidin
It is the trade name of a pharmacological product that is tested in Spain, against Covid-19- Its active ingredient is
plitidepsin, which is obtained from plankton ( Ascidias). 

aplomarse
In Colombia it means acquire or have sanity.  Acquire poise, confidence, serenity, restraint, calm.

aploteca
The correct term is oploteca .  It means museum of ancient and rare weapons.  Collection of ancient weapons, gallery
where they are exhibited.

apocalipsis
End of time.  The name of the last book of the Bible.  It is synonymous with extermination, devastation, destruction, end,
catastrophe, cataclysm.  Jesucristo revelations through San Juan.  End of the world, second coming of Christ.

apocaliptico
The correct term is apocalyptic.  It means fatal, tragic, terrifying, frightening, catastrophic, horrendous, horrifying,
terrifying, dark.

apocalíptico
It means destroyer, which causes devastation, cataclysmic.  That ends everything.  relative to the Apocalypse or the end
times . 



apocopadas
It means trimmed, simplified, brief.  Short ways to call something or someone.

apocople
The correct term is apocope.  Mean trimmed, cut.  It is a metaplasm where you remove some letters to a word but that
loses its essence or meaning.

apofis
Embodiment of chaos and disorder in Egyptian Mythology.  Embodiment of armed insurrection.  Nepai .  It was also
called Apep.  Name of an asteroid (99942) that is believed to collide with Earth in the future.  This asteroid has also had
a provisional designation of astronomers: 2004 MN4. 

apolinar
It means consecrated to Apollo, dedicated to Apollo or dedicated to God.  It is a male name of Greek origin.

apolismada
Means bruised, damaged, affected by shock, dented.  It is an inflection of apolismar, which means bruise damage,
strike, denting.

apolínea
Which is beautiful, beautiful.  He appears serene and calm, who is very elegant or handsome (usually well-groomed
male body).  It has the characteristics of Apollo.   Similar to Apollo. 

apolíneo
It means beautiful, beautiful, cute.  Handsome, sculptural, handsome, apolinar.  Which looks like Apollo. 

apollardado
It means clueless, groggy, confused.  The terms apollargado, apollargao or apollardao are also used in the same sense.

apollo
English name of the American program of NASA that took man to the moon. Word of the English language meaning by
Apollo.

apolon
The correct term is Apolon, with tilde.  It is the name of a Russian poet, great representative of the neoclassical
movement.  His full name is Apolón Nikoláyevich Máikov.  In cartoons, anime is the name of the planet where it is
originating Takeshi, in the series called Dai Apolón.

apoltronando
It means well seated, well accommodated.  Lying or sitting in a very comfortable and snuffy chair (poltrona).  In
colloquial language means comfortable, relaxed, quiet, carefree.  Don't be carefree. 

apomecómetro



It was a device that was used in surveying for a time to measure the distance to objects to quite distant or withdrawn. 
The prefix apo means away.  It was displaced by the scope.

apompo
I apompo is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Apompó" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is apompó. 
In Colombia, we use the term apompó, to say he returned romo lost the edge.  Inflection of apompar.

aporimas
It can also be called aporias.  They are the reasonings that arise from a paradox or contradiction.  Speculations. 
Something difficult to understand. 

aporías
It is a term used in Philosophy.  Plural of aporia .  You can also call aporima .  They are the reasonings that arise from a
paradox or contradiction.

aporofobia
It means phobia or repulsion by the poor.  rejection or repulsion by the poor or indigent.

aporreadillo
It is a diminutive of foods (hurt, injured, blunt).  It means slightly blunt, with slight injuries.  Lastimadillo.

aporrear
It means injury, assault, hurt, hit.  Cause injury with a blow or shoving. 

aporrearse
In Colombia it means to get injured, to get hurt, to be affected by a blow or a fall. 

aporreos
In Colombia is synonymous with beatings, beatings, clean, fall, beating, spanking, tundas, zumbas, trillas, tripping.  .

aportante
A person who contributes to a cause, making a contribution or donation, usually in cash.  Taxpayer, donor. 

aposentos
Plural of room .  It means bedroom, bedroom, room, bedroom.  In Colombia, Aposentos is the name of a vereda in the
municipality of Tuta, in the Department of Boyacá.  It is also called a vereda of the municipality of Sopá in the
Department of Cundinamarca. 

aposia
It means he doesn't want to drink.  It is the quality or defect of not suffering from thirst.

apostadero
Dock, a place where boats are moored or anchored.  Port. 



apostasía
Action or effect of recant, deny, renounce, retract.  It means abandoning a doctrine or stop believing in it.

apostasías
It is the plural of apostasy.  Etymologically from the Greek Apo ( outside, leaving ) and stasis ( Register, locate ).  It
means exit, located outside.  Renegar, recant, renounce, deny the beliefs or doctrines that have professed.  Not only
involves religious theme or faith, but in politics and even sports.  Currently it is estimated a right, given the freedom of
worship and conscience.

apostillar
It means to specify, to narrow, to clarify, to explain.   It is also taken as certifying that what is said verbally in a speech or
a note that appears in a writing . 

apostolado
It can mean mission, commission, task, service, campaign, propaganda.  In Religion, teaching or propagation of the
faith.  Congregation, group or group of apostles.  Dedication to teaching Christian doctrine. 

apotecarse
Means fix oneself, preening.

apoteosis
It means to raise to the height of the gods.  Jubilation, enthusiasm, celebration, frenzy, exaltation, delirium, exaltation. 

apoteósico
That causes hilarity to everyone.  It means that it causes apotheosis.  That causes a lot of jubilation or enthusiasm. 
Dazzling, jubilant, spectacular, enthusiastic. 

apotgema
The correct term is apotema, without the g.  In Mathematics and Geometry is the smallest distance in a regular polygon,
between its center and one of its sides.  In a regular pyramid is the height of each of its triangles or triangular faces.

apotropaico
Said of a rite, formula or sacrifice that wards off evil.  It protects you from an evil.  Practical act product of evolution (For
example: fleeing or fearing snakes).

apoxcahuado
It is a word derived from the Nahuatl language meaning full of mildew, overripe, rotten, damaged, moldy.

apoyar los pies sobre la silla
It means feeling uncomfortable, with a desire to leave.

apozole
It is an inflection of apozolar.  It means giving consistency viscose or cream to any dish.  Give appearance of pozole. 
Thicken.



apozonque
It is one of the names in the State of Guerrero, ( 41 Mexico; they give the preparation of watery or soupy beans, good
dye.  They also tell them Apozonquis.  Bean soup.

apócope
It means trimming, trimming.  Shortened, short shape.  It is a metaplasm or literary form where a word loses one or more
phonemes without varying their meaning. 

apódidos
It is the castilianization of the technical word Apodidae.  You want to say without feet or legs (referring to have very short
legs).  It is the name of a family of birds which have very short legs.  They are known as swifts.

apósito
It is a gauze, cotton or other sterilized material that is used to place on top of wounds.  Patch, poultice, emplasto.

apóstol
Name given to each of Jesus' twelve chief elects.  Person dedicated to spreading the word of God.  Evangelist,
preacher, missionary, propagator, evangelizer.  It can also be a person who is dedicated to caring for or protecting
others at the expense of their well-being.  That he sacrifices himself for others. 

apple-app-site-association
It is the definition of AASA, which is an acronym in English of Apple App Site Association ( Which means in Spanish
applications Apple Association's sites.

aprasia
It means no limbs or no legs.  On some the hind legs are very rudimentary and look smaller fins.  It is the name of a
genus of lizards that lack legs.  They belong to the Pygopodidae family.

aprecia
It is an inflection of appreciating.  It means rating, value, estimate, respect, love, consider, assess, know, wanting to.

aprecio
It is an inflection of appreciating.  It means estimate, love, value, price, respect, consider, love, value, know, perceive.

apremia
It's a pressing inflection.   It means urging, harassing, requiring someone to do something quickly or faster.

aprendisaje
learning is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Learning." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is learning.
Educational process, whereby the apprentice or student acquires the knowledge and skills necessary to complete their
studies. The object of education. preparation, training. Acquisition of knowledge.

aprendizaje
It is an educational process through which skills, skills, knowledge, behaviors and values are acquired.  Subject of



teaching . 

aprensivo
It means scrupulous.  He's very afraid of catching it.  Pointy, suspicious, suspicious. 

aprestecias
aprestecias is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Paresthesia" being its meaning:<br>I think that they sought
to ask for paresthesias. The sensation of tingling Lagoon is part of the body. It is an abnormal sensation of the nervous
system, which may be temporary or permanent.

apresurádamente
You mean very quickly.  in too much of a hurry, too quickly.  Hurryy, quickly.

apretadito
It is a diminutive of tight.  Mean adjusted, snug.  Synonyms: ajustadito, cenidito.  Dance very close from the other form.

apretujadas
It means tight, stacked, crowded, coupled or United against each other. Compacted.

apretujar
In Colombia it means to attach, gather, stack, concentrate.  Locate many things or objects, animals or people in a small
space. 

aprisco
Place or enclosed enclosure used for having animals.  It's usually discovered.  It can be synonymous with lockdown,
fold, stable, stables, stables.

aprobio
It means insult, affront, offense, ignominy.  It hurts someone else's feelings.  It affects honor.

apropiado
It means adequate , indicated .  Which is its own .  Inflection of appropriating or appropriating.  Relevant, fit, fair, correct,
suitable. 

aprovechar oportunidades
Exploit to their own advantage or the family circumstances that gives us life. Use, use, enjoy, exploit, use, benefit. Get
good yields of conducive eventualities presented to us.

apsara
Name given to an aquatic nymph from Hindu mythology.  She was depicted as a dancer of the demigod Indra in his
divine realm, called Sarguá and located on Mount Meru. 

aptero



The correct term is wingless.  It is a term used in biology and means wingless.

apteryx
Birds without wings of New Zealand.  They are also called Kiwis.

aptitudes
It is the plural of fitness.  It means skill, fitness, ability, talent, mana, art, sufficiency.

apto
It means that you are eligible to perform some job or trade.  Right-handed, suitable, capable, trained, competent, skilled.
 It is also used as an abbreviation for Apartment.

aptos
It means that they meet the conditions to perform some work or trade.  Right-handed, suitable, capable, trained,
competent, skilled.  It is also used as an abbreviation for Apartments.  Plural of apt .

apuesta
It can mean beautiful, beautiful, attractive.  It is also the money that is invested in a game of chance with the intention of
winning.  Envite , play , game . 

apuestan
It is an inflection of bet.  Means play, tempt fate.  Invest a sum of money in a game of chance or lottery with the intention
of winning.

apuestas
Attempts at gaming.  We use this term as a synonym for challenges, positions, issues, challenges, rivalries, played
games in Colombia.  Arrogant, beautiful and elegant.  It is an inflection of bet.  It means going for luck.

apuesto
It means beautiful, beautiful, beautiful, attractive.  It is well ornate or groomed, elegant, gallant. 

apulencia
apulencia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Opulence" being its meaning:<br>An overabundance of
anything. Abundance, wealth, surplus of goods. Profuse, exultant, prodigal, generous, lush, overflowing, generous,
wealthy, affluent, rich, wealthy, potentate.

apunamiento
It means bad punch or bad height.  Dizziness or fading caused by height to those who are not accustomed to it.  Lack of
oxygen. 

apuntalar
In Colombia it means to endure, to support.  Place an inclined pole to reinforce another that is vertical.  In some parts of
Colombia it is to take onces or an intermediate meal in the afternoon which is called puntal or puntalito.  It is usually
coffee or chocolate with bread (parva) and cheese.  It is named so mostly in the coffee area. 



apuñalear
stabbing is incorrectly written and should be written as stabbing, puñalear.  being its meaning: the correct term is
stabbing or puñalear.  It means to hurt or attack with a dagger.  Stab, bug, click, mow down.

apure
It is an inflection of rush or hurry.  It means require speed or quickness.  Speed, speed, speed.  It is also consuming,
exhausting, finish.  It is the name of a State of Venezuela.  The name of a town in Colombia, which belongs to the
Department of Magdalena.

apuré
I rushed is an inflection of hurry.  It means harassing, order more quickly.  To refer to the Venezuelan State, the correct
term is Apure ( no tilde and is 41 name;.  The Capital of the State of Apure is San Fernando de Apure or simply Apure. 
Name of Venezuelan River and name of the sheets in the same region.

apuro
It means grief, evil, anguish, affliction, despair, anxiety.  Afugia, predicament, difficulty.  Feeling that affects the spirit. 
Economic need . 

apuros
It means troubles, sorrows, sorrows, anguish, afflictions, concerns.  You may also desire, hurry, urgency, difficulty, need.

apúrate
It is an inflection of rush or hurry.  Imperative to demand quickly, hurry.  Rush, being anxious.

aqareja
aqareja is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Acarajé" as meaning:<br>The correct term is Acarajé.  It is a ball
of mashed beans fried fritters like Palm oil.  Sold the streets of Salvador, Bahia, Brazil.  Used as religious offerings in
candomblé.  It is also a traditional dish in several African countries.

aquamarine
In English it means aquamarine, light blue.

aquaplaning
It is an Anglicism.  In Spanish you can use aquaplanaje or aquaplanaje.  It is the uncontrolled displacement or slippage
of a vehicle (or its landing gear), over an existing layer of water on a runway or track, usually asphalted. 

aquavit
It is the name of the first Nordic restaurant established in the pure heart of Manhattan in New York.

aquelarre
Colombia is a Convention or meeting of witches.  In figurative way, gathering people of dubious reputation.

aqueménida
Name given to the first Persian empire.  It covered an extensive territory, as from Central Asia it reached present-day



territories of Libya and Bulgaria.  Its expansion began with Cyrus II when it annexed the Medo Kingdom.  It ended with
the defeat of Dario III at the hands of Alexander the Great.

aquenio
In Botany is a kind of fruit that is dry, indehiscent and monospermo, whereas a super ovary with a single seed.  The
pericarp is not soldier ( it is independent ).  If it comes from an inferior ovary is called cypsela.

aqueo
Name of a mythical character from Ancient Greece.  He was the son of Jutus and Cressa, therefore he was the
grandson of Helén.  He was Ion's brother and Eolo's nephew.  It is considered as one of the initiators of the Greek or
Hellenic race, It also means originating from the Acaya Region or Ftiótide, whose capital was Lamia.  He was
considered the son of Jupiter.

aqueos
It means that they are originally from Acaya, a region of Ancient Greece.

aqueronte
Aqueron is also valid.  It is the name of a river in Greece, the Epirus Region.  It flows into the Ionian Sea.  It means
painful.   . 

aquiche
The Aquiche is the same tree of caulote, cuaulote ( in nahuatl ) that in colombia we call guasimo, guasima, guacima
majahua ( Guazuma ulmifolia in the family Malvaceae ).  A special feature is having trunk hollow, full of porosities or
vacuoles.

aquiescencia
It means acceptance, conformity, agreement, consent.  ascent, approval, permission, approval. 

aquila
L'Aquila is more suitable.  It is the name of an Italian city in the Abruzzo region.  He's a little younger than Pescara.  In
Spanish it translates The Eagle (bird of prey). 

aquile
It can be considered variant of Achilles or Achilles, which is a male name of Greek origin and means protector.  It is also
an inflection of aquilar which means uncomfortable, annoying, disturbing, disturbing.

aquilegia
It comes from Latin and means that it looks or resembles an eagle.  Aquilegia is the name of a genus of plants in the
family Ranunculaceae.  It refers to the shape of its flowers.  They are popularly known as colombinas and have
medicinal uses.  In astronomy it is also the name of an asteroid (1063).  Initially astronomers gave it the designation
1925 XA. 

aquileo
It is a male name of Greek origin.  It is variant and synonymous with Achilles.  Name of a hero of The Iliad, who was also
called Achilles and was nicknamed "Pélida" and "Acid".  Name of a former president of Colombia, named Aquileo Parra



and whose full name was José Bonifacio Aquileo Elías Parra Gómez.  In Colombia there are many schools with that
name, therefore its students only call it "Aquileo".  The word as such, means protector.

aquiles
Hero in the Trojan war, son of Peleus and Thetis.  Sometimes it was called son of Peleus or Aeacus.  Achilles or
Achilles means fast, quick feet.  It is a name of Greek origin male.

aquileya
Aquileia ( Aquileia in 41 Spanish; It is the name of an Italian city, also known as Aquileia.  It is in the province of Udine.
Aquileia ( or Aquilegia Latin ) It is the genus of a plant that has scientific name Aquilegia vulgaris of the family
Ranunculaceae.  You have such common names as Aquileia, aquilegia or Columbine.

aquinecia bilar
aquinecia bilar is incorrectly written and should be written as "Biliary Akinesia" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
biliary dyskinesia or Akinesia bile. It is a medical term associated with the abnormal functioning of gallbladder, known as
vague vesicle.

aquitania
In Colombia is the name of a municipality of the Department of Boyacá, located in the Province of Sugamuxi and on the
shores of Lake Tota.  In France it is the name of a geographical region and before 2015 it was made up of the
departments of Dordogne, Gironde, Landes, Lot and Garonne and Pyrénées-Atlantiques.  It is now called New Aquitaine
and was joined by the departments of Cossin and Poitou-Charentes.  This new territorial distribution came into effect on
January 1, 2016.  The capital and main city is Bordeaux.  In French it was called Aquitaine . 

ara
Colombia is one of the common names of the Parrot or macaw.  It is a genus of birds in the family of parrots, parakeets
and macaws. They belong to the family Psittacidae.  ARA is the abbreviation for the ships of the Naval Force Argentina,
which means Argentina Republic Navy.  It is also the name of a popular Bogota supermarket chain.

ara o altar
It is an elevated structure on the ground in which religious rites or sacrifices are made.  Stone of sacrifices or offerings. 

arabá
Arabah or Arava is the name of a very dry and hot desert valley of Israel, located between the Dead Sea and the Red
Sea.  It is also called Salt Valley.  The word as such means savannah or desert.  It is also a type of small military aircraft
built in Israel.  Arava is the name of an antirheumatic drug whose generic name is Leflunomide, which is used to treat
severe arthritis.

arabella
It is a name of woman of Latin origin that means beautiful altar.  It is also the name of a lyrical comedy by Richard
Strauss (Opera).

arabia
Name of a Muslim country of Asia, whose capital is Riyadh.  Its official name is Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.  It is also
called Saudi Arabia.  The word Arabia means territory of Arab or Arabius, which was in Greek mythology was the son of
Hermes and Tronia and father of one of the nereidas (Cassiopeia).



arabis
In Ancient Greek it means mustard, watercress, name of a plant.  In botany, it is the name of a genus of plants in the
family Brassicaceae.  A Greek word for Arabia, which is from Arabia, or the ability of these plants to grow in very rocky
or parched soils.  Name of an asteroid (1087). 

aracelaria
The correct term is tariff.  It means related to the tribute or tax it charges a State imported products.

araceli
It is a name of Latin origin woman means altar of the sky  Aracely, Aracelli or Aracelly variants.  Araceli is a genus of
very colorful birds like toucans.  The name of the Virgin of Lucena, Cordoba, Andalusia, Spain.  Stone to communicate
with God.

arachne
In Greek mythology she was an Idmon daughter of Colophon.  She was also known as Arachne.  Translate Spider or
Weaver.  She was famous for her weaving and embroidery and lived in Hipepa (Lydia).  Name of an asteroid .  It is also
the name of a risk assessment tool developed by the European Commission. 

arachnothera
It is a genus of small birds that feed on nectar and insects.  They belong to the Sunbird family.  They are related to the
hummingbirds in terms of evolutionary development, but only exist in Asia and Oceania.  They also receive the names of
red or sunbirds.  The hummingbirds, which are American belong to the family Trochilidae and are called popularly
quinchas, hummingbirds, eagles, buzzers, three, birds fly, hermits and hummingbirds.  Also in Australia, there is a
similar genus of birds which belongs to the Meliphagidae family, popularly known as honeymooners.

aracnofobia
It is the excessive fear of spiders. 

aracnoides
It means that it looks like a spider.  That resembles a spider.  Anatomy is the name of the intermediate meninges
covering the brain and spinal cord.

arado
Mechanical instrument that is used to prepare the ground for a crop.  It can be motorized or animal traction.  Tillage tool,
used to make grooves and remove the Earth to facilitate agriculture.  There are chisel and discs, can be of wood or
metal.  There are diverse ways and forms of use.

aragan
The correct term is lazy, with h and tilde, because it is sharp word and ends in n.  It is a bit of toilet that is used to
remove water or dry soil, smooth surfaces or glass (is a metal bar with a strip of rubber elongated and straight, with its
handle).   Person that he hates the work or fatigue.  Lazy, lazy, gandul, lazy, slack.

arago
French surname, of Catalan origin.  Surname of French mathematician, astronomer and physicist, whose full name was
François Jean Dominique Arago.  He was also a politician and became head of government.  Name of an asteroid . 



aragonés
It means native of Aragon.  It may refer to the Autonomous Community of Northern Spain or also to those born in
Aragon (Georgia, United States).  It is also a surname of Spanish origin.  Surname of a deceased Spanish football
player and coach, named Luis Aragonés Suárez.  He was champion with Spain at Euro 2008. 

aragonito
In Mineralogy and Chemistry it is a group of minerals classified between carbonates and nitrates.  Chemically it is a
crystallized calcium carbonate.  Aragonite. 

aragón
It is a surname of Spanish origin.  Name of an ancient kingdom of northern Spain.  Name of an Autonomous Community
of northern Spain and that is formed by the Provinces of Huesca, Teruel and Zaragoza.  Name of a corregimiento of the
municipality of Santa Rosa de Osos in the Department of Antioquia, Colombia.  Name of a North American city in the
State of Georgia .  Name of a large sector of Mexico City and a metro station.  Name of a famous orchestra of Cuba,
created by Orestes Aragón in the city of Cienfuegos. 

aragua
Aragua is incorrectly written and it should be written as 40 Aragua; own name ).  being its meaning:<br>The correct term
is 40 Aragua; own name ).  It is the name of a State of Venezuela, whose capital is Maracay.  Its name derives from a
word::: Caribbean, which they called a common Palm in the area: Chaguaramo or Charaguamo.  According to some
historians, it also comes from the Taino Caribbean Areguá word that forms are " site " and gua, ogun " my " , therefore
its meaning is " my site " " my land " " my terroir "   ( says the chronicler Turmero Carlos white Galen ).

araguana
It is one of the common names given by the Amazon to the largest freshwater fish in the Amazon basin.  It is also called
paiche, arawana, arapaima or pirarucú.  It is made of exquisite meat.  Its scientific name is Arapaima gigas and it
belongs to the family Arapimidae. 

araguaney
It is one of the common names of the tree also known as floramarillo, canaguate, guayacán and ipe.  It is the national
tree of Paraguay, where also say Tajy.  It belongs to the genus Tabebuia and the family Bignoniaceae.

arajo
It is a prefix of Latin origin which means despicable.  Derogatory.  It is used to indicate contempt, disdain.  Ex:
espumerajo.  It comes from aculus.

arala
In Sanskrit language means folded .  It is a one-handed gesture that consists of having an index finger bent in the shape
of an arch.  You can indicate drinking water.  Arala is also the name of a minor village or village in Daryapur Taluka in
the Amravati district of Maharashtra state, In India.

aralar
It was the name of a political party of Basque independence ideology.  Name of a rugged mountain range of the Basque
Mountains.  Administratively it belongs to Navarra and Guipúzcoa.  It is also the name of a Natural Park in the same
area. 



aramides
It is the name of a genus of bird from the family Rallidae, are known as cotaras, chilacoas, chiricotes or chiricotas,
popones, saracusas, crakes, moorhens or water gallitos.  Birds of the genus Aramides are typical of America from
Mexico to Argentina.

aramis
It was the name of one of the three musketeers, companion of Athos and Porthos, His birth name was René de Herblay.

arana
It is a surname of Basque origin.  Last name of the Peruvian rubber tappers who exploited and murdered massively
indigenous people in the Amazon, named in José Eustasio Rivera's "La Vorágine".

aranceles
It is a fee, tribute or tax paid to the State by imported goods.  Customs payments.

arancino
It is the name of an Italian dish, typical of Sicilian gastronomy.  They are essentially croquettes or rice balls, fried and
empanadas, usually stuffed with peas, cheese and pieces of ham.  It can be consumed at any time of the day.  In Italian
it is called arancini. 

arandela
Disc generally metallic and perforated that is used as a complement between a screw or bolt and a nut to give it greater
adjustment.  Metal ring to adjust nut.  In Colombia it is also used as a synonym for addition, complement, ornament,
crown, ring.  Also as obstacle, impediment, complication, but. 

arandi
It is a surname of Basque origin.  There is also Arandia, with the same origin.  Second surname or maternal surname of
Ecuadorian writer, called Francisco Proaño Arandi.  Name of a locality in Estonia, belonging to Saaremaa.  It can mean
endrinal or plum forest. 

arandina
It means born, resident or related to Aranda, Aranda de Duero, in Burgos.  The same Spanish town football team.

aranés
It is the self-call or glotonym of a gasconeous variant of the Occitan language spoken in the Aran Valley.  It is also the
gentilicious of the natives of the Aran Valley, a Shire of the Province of Lleida, in the Autonomous Community of
Catalonia.  Relative to the Aran Valley.   Aranés is a co-official language of Catalonia.   . 

aranista
Known as Aranist to every follower of the movement conceived and directed by Sabino Arana Goiri, founder of the
Euzko Alderdi Jeltzalea party nationalist Basque ( EAJ-PNV ).  The father of the Basque nationalism is considered.

araña
It is an inflection of scratching.  Then scratch, scratch, scrape, scratch, hurt, mark, noted, gather, collect, collect. It is an



animal of invertebrate with four pairs of legs.  They usually have a pair of chelicerae that inject venom.  Type of lamp
that has many branches and hanging crystals.

arañado
It has several meanings. Scratched means in the form of Spider ( or with multiple legs or ramifications ) Used to denote
applications for electric lights. It is also in painting the fillets, reflections, rays or clear light seen in a paint stroke.
Scratches. In Colombia means lined with nails. Another meaning is the sweet, shallow carving plate and giving evidence
of grey tones.

arañazo
Superficial wound caused with a fingernail or a plant thorns.  Rayon, raya, RIP, tear, arunazo, scratch, scrape, wound.

arañon
It can be a spider augmentative .  Large spider .  In Aragon, in Spain, in another way of calling the bilberry or blueberry. 
Its scientific name is Vaccinium myrtillus and it belongs to the EWricaceae family. 

arapahoe
Name of an indigenous people of the United States, who lived in the States of Wyoming and Colorado.  They are also
known as Pueblo Arapajó or Pueblo del Bisonte.  The name of a town in the State of Wyoming, which belongs to
Fermont County. 

arapahoe aparajo
Name of a Native American people, who lived in the States of Wyoming and Colorado.  They are also known as Pueblo
Arapajó, Pueblo Aparajo or Pueblo del Bisonte.  Name of a town in the U.S. state of Wyoming, which belongs to
Fermont County. 

arapahoe o aparajo
Name of a Native American people, who lived in the States of Wyoming and Colorado.  They are also known as Pueblo
Arapajó, Pueblo Aparajo or Pueblo del Bisonte.  Name of a town in the U.S. state of Wyoming, which belongs to
Fermont County. 

arapaima
It's another name of the pirarucú or paiche.  It is a giant fish from the Amazon basin and of rare appearance (prehistoric
appearance).  It is also called arawana.  Fossils dating from the Miocene have been found in Colombia.  Name of a
genus of species, consisting of 4 species and belonging to the family Arapaimidae.  There are 4 species in South
America: Arapaima agassizzi , Arapaima gigas , Arapaima leptosoma and Arapaima mapae .

arariba
It is the common name given in Brazil to the tree Centrolobium robustum in the Fabaceae family.

arasa
Arasa is a word in Tupi-Guarani meaning guava.  The Arasá or Arazá is one of the names of a wild tree of edible fruits
and very desired.  It is also known as Amazonic guava and its scientific name is Eugenia stipitata and belongs to the
family Myrtaceae.



aratinga
It is the name of a genus of bird in the Psittacidae family.  They are known as parakeets, budgies, parakeets.  They are
parrots, but small family.  Although they are used as pets, they require an Aviary large, because they prefer to live in
large groups,

araucarias
The Araucaria are trees coniferales of great dimensions that belong to the family Araucariaceae.  They are native to the
southern hemisphere.  There are 19 species of trees belonging to the genus Araucaria.

arauco
Arauco it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Arauco." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Araucano. 
Person born in the Arauca Department in Colombia.  Arauco is the name of a Chilean indigenous leader who fought the
Spaniards at the time of the conquest.  Arauco is the name of a Chilean village that belongs to the province of Bio Bio.

araudales
As directed is in abundance.  It means by heaps, in large numbers, in large quantity, profusely.  Bulk, plenty, profusion,
abundant.

araujo
Araujo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Araujo" being its meaning:<br>Araujo is a common surname in
several Latin American countries, including Brazil. This surname has given names to locations of 40 Argentina; 41
Buenos Aires station; a village in Uruguay, ( Araujo ) and a farmhouse in 40 Colombia; Puerto Araujo ) also is the
surname of a former President of El Salvador ( Arturo Araujo ).

arauquita
In Colombia is the name of a municipality in the Department of Arauca.  Diminutive of Arauca (initially populated by
indigenous displaced people from the municipality of Arauca).  It was founded by Spaniards in 1675 with the name of
San Lorenzo.  Later it was also called El Guadual. 

aravaca
Name of a neighborhood in Madrid.  Name of a Spanish municipality that is part of the Province of Madrid. 

arawak
It is the name given to an indigenous collectivity and its culture, which settled in the Caribbean and Northern South
America.  They are also known as Arahuacos.  It should not be confused with Arhuaco. 

arazorik
It is not a word of Spanish language but of the Basque language.  Means problem.

arazorik ez
They are terms of the Basque language, which means there is no problem.

arámicua
It is one of the common names of the plant Xanthosoma sagittifolia, of the family Araceae.  They are of the genus
Xanthosoma and medicinal.  In Colombia they are called mafafa, bore, otoe, coconame, taro or malanga.  They have an



edible tuber.  Its leaves are forage fish with cachama.  With the tuber should beware of Peel it because it presents a
slight toxicity.

arán
It is one of the common names given to wild plum.  Endrino ( a ) .  It is also the name of a Valley in the Province of
Lleida in Catalonia. 

arándano
It is the name of a shrub and its fruit (berry).  The scientific name of the plant is Vaccinium corymbosum (blueberry or
blueberry) and/or Vaccinium oxycoccus (red).  belongs to the Ericaceae family.  

arbañil
The correct term is mason, with l .  In Colombia he is a person who is dedicated to masonry or construction.  Worker,
master of work, pawn.  In Argentina it is a small bird that builds nests with mud.  It is also known as hornero, alonso,
alonsito, tiluchi or homemade.  Its scientific name is Furnarius rufus and belongs to the family Furnariidae .

arbertzale
arbertzale is incorrectly written and should be written as "Abertzale or Aberzale" being its meaning:<br>I think that
question is by Abertzale or Aberzale. It is a word of the Basque language. Used to indicate that he is supporter of the
separatist movement or Basque nationalist. The literal translation of the word is Patriot, lover of the homeland,
nationalist.

arbitramento
It means arbitration, judgment, referral.  Action or effect of arbitrating which means judging, administering justice,
mediating, intermediating. 

arbitrio
It is the ability that we have to choose or choose according to our taste.   Will, win, desire, agency, choice, power.

arbol
The correct term is tree , always with tilde .  Large plant of woody trunk, with several ramifications and abundant foliage. 
It can also be a descriptive box that represents the type of relationships between the elements that make up a set. 

arbol de pergueto
Pergueto or perguetano is a tree's scientific name Licania tomentosa, of the family Chrysobalanaceae, which in
Colombia is known also as Oiti and oiticica. It is very common in the city of Cúcuta. It is native to Brazil.

arbolaria
In Venezuela person or scandalous woman, who speaks very hard, it is heard from afar, bustling, noisy, loud.

arbolario
In Venezuela, very bullosa person, who speaks very hard, which is heard from afar, scandalous, scream.

arbolcutura



arbolcutura is incorrectly written and should be written as "Arboriculture or arbolcultura." being its meaning:<br>I think
the question is for Arboriculture. It is the study of the trees. In Mexico they tend to use the term Arbolcultura. In
Colombia, we use the terms forestry or Dendrocultura.

arboleada
It means populated with trees, which has trees. 

arboleda
It means tree-populated site.  forest.  It is also a surname of Spanish origin.  In Colombia it is another way to call a mall
or avenue with trees.  Surname of several Colombian footballers. 

arboles
It is an inflection arbolar.   It means arm or placing a boat clubs.  Fly.  Sustain high raise a flag or banner, or threatened
with a weapon that is elongated like a spear or cudgel.

arbolito
Diminutive of tree , small tree .  bush.  How to call the Christmas Tree.  Name of several very popular songs : in salsa
rhythm performed by Willie Colón and Héctor Lavoe;  in ranchera rhythm and better known as "Dos Arbolitos", its true
title and composed by Chucho Martínez Gil; Peruvian dance song by Grupo Néctar; name of an Argentine rock band,
originated in Avellaneda. 

arboreto
It's the same as arboretum.  It's also the same as Botanical Garden.  It is a site where trees (and plants) of many diverse
species are planted and for scientific and academic purposes.  In many cases artificial environments are created so that
species of different climates thrive properly.

arboretum
It's a Latin word.  In Spanish , it is also valid arboretum .  It is a type of botanical garden, dedicated only to woody trees
and plants.  Showy garden of trees and shrubs.  Botanical garden where the phenology of trees is studied. 

arboricidio
It's an environmental crime.  It is cutting or tearing down a tree unnecessarily and without authorization.  Tree felling.

arborífera
It means related to trees.  Concerning trees .  Living among the trees.  arboreal. 

arborífero
It means related to trees.  Relative to trees.  Who lives among the trees.  Tree.

arborophila
It is a genus of bird in the family Phasianidae, characterized by are birds of very short flight or purely terrestrial.  They
have wings degenerated so they cannot fly long distances and tend to robustness.  In this genre are the vast majority of
species of tinamous of rainforest and living mostly in South-East Asia, Formosa, Borneo and Sumatra.  You are known
as arbolofilas.  Arbolophila is the genus of the family Phasianidae, comprising most species (18 of a total of 40).



arbotante
It is a term used in Architecture.  It is a part of the arch of a vault, support.   In Marinería is the name given to a stick or
iron that protrudes on the deck of the ship and that serves to secure objects or the carda. 

arbulente
It means hectic, confusing, noisy, messy, tumultuous, clouded, dirty, murky, rebel, bellicose, confrontational, turbulent. 
This term is used in the Dominican Republic and Miami.

arcabuz
Firearm antigua, predecessor of the musket.  It was short range and to shoot it was lit a wick.

arcaica
It means very old-fashioned or old-fashioned concepts.  Troglodyte.  Cave person, caveman, wild.  Prehistoric or very
old.  Foolish. 

arcane
It is a word of the English language meaning arcane or arcane.  It's a very difficult thing to know because it's reserved,
secluded or secret.  Name of a television series nearing the premiere of the anime world, based on League of Legends. 
Name of the major or trump cards in the Tarot. 

arcediano
It is one of the titles given to a minister or priest who is an assistant to a Bishop.  Priest who collaborates directly with the
Bishop.  It means server, helper. 

arcedo
It is one of the common names given to the alción , alcedo or kingfisher .  Its scientific name is Alcedo atthis.  It belongs
to the family Alcedinidae. 

arcelia
Arcelia is a woman's name, of Latin origin and means the treasure chest.

arces
The correct term is maples.  It is the name of a French population, stage in the route of Santiago.  It is a wide range of
trees of the genus Acer, are approximately 600 species of which there are already accepted and described some 180.

arcestida
The correct term is arcéstide, with tilde.  It's another way of calling a special type of fruit from coniferous plants.  They
are also called cone, strobilus or pineapple.

arcéstida
It's another way to call the fruits of conifers.  It can also be called stroby, pineapple or cone. 

archaeobelodon
It means ancient speartooth.  It was the name of an extinct proboscis of the Middle and Lower Miocene.  belonged to the



Gomphotheriidae family.  He was an ancestor of the Amebelodon.

archete
The name of the table is the pipes of an organ (musical wind instrument) support.

archibo
The correct term is file with v.  It is an inflection of archiving, which means save, preserve, register.  As a noun means
log, file, Protocol, index, Repertory.  Office or part thereof where important documents are kept.

archienemigo
It means Supreme enemy, enemy.  Irreconcilable, I superenemigo.

archifamosa
It means very famous .  She is well known and famed, she is a celebrity.  Very well known, very famous. 

archinariz
Narizota.  Large, oversized nose.   Although many believe that the largest nose has been that of Cyrano de Bergerac,
the truth is that there have been some more prominent, such as the Thomas Wedders of Yorkshire ( 41 England; 19 cm.
 It was also very notorious and is worth for this meaning, that of Matthew Parker, Archbishop of Canterbury.

archipiélago
It is the name given to a group of islands that are grouped together and possibly have a common geological origin. 
Etymologically it means superior to the sea, which protrude over the sea. 

archirrival
It means superenemigo.  The prefix archi means very, much, higher, greater dignity or greater value.  Always, the
toughest, the stronger rival.

arcina
In Mexico, set of bundles or bunches.  Set or tied group.  It crammed.  You can refer to straw, cereal, onion Reed or
wood.

arcones
Plural of chest.  It means boxes, chests.  Piggy banks, piggy banks, piggy banks.  Coffered ceilings, large boxes. 
Trunks, suitcases, suitcases. 

arcontado
It can be the territory governed by the archon or also the form of government where the authority is the archon. 

arconte
It is a governmental and administrative dignity of Ancient Greece.  It is equivalent to governor or magistrate. 

arcosaurio



It means first reptile, reptile that commands or dominant reptile.  Name of one of the first reptiles that existed in the Early
or Early Triassic (Olenekiense).  After prolonged evolution they are the ancestors of crocodiles and current birds. 

arcón
It means box, chest.  Piggy bank, piggy bank, pig bank .  Coffered ceiling, oversized box. 

arctica
Arctida can also be used.  Name of a continent that formed on Earth about 2 years ago. 500 or 2 . 600 million years in
the Neoarchic Era.  Name of a genus of saltwater clams, belonging to the family Veneridae.  Name of an asteroid ( 1031
) .  It has also been dubbed 1924 RR, A910 VB or A913 JA, by astronomers. 

arda
Harda can also be used.  It means sack, sack.  Inflection of burning, which means being consumed by a flame.  Old way
of calling the squirrel. 

ardazo
ardazo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Jardazo" as meaning:<br>The correct term is Jardazo. Then
swipe in a fall, totazo, SAP, costalazo, costalada, smack, trastazo, bump, camshafts, senton, mamporro. Ardazo, well
alone, could be a tremendous goal by Arda Turan.

arde mendi
They are words of euskera and not of the Spanish language. Fire on the mountain, or on the mountain.

ardea
In Latin it means heron.  It is the name of a genus of birds in the family Ardeidae.  They are commonly known as herons.
 Ardea is also the name of an Italian city that remains in the region of Lazio, Province of Rome.

ardenna
Ardenna or better still Ardennas, bulge, or Ardennes (in French and Dutch), is the name of a region between Belgium,
Luxembourg and France which is characterized by extensive forests and hills.  It is a Celtic word meaning black. 
There's even a Department of France with that name (the Ardennes).  This area, is recognized and famous because it
arose great battles both in the first and second world wars.  Also in biology is the name of a genus of seabirds, which
belong to the family Procellariidae, known as Shearwaters or Shearwaters.  SDon own very cold seas.

ardentía
It is the quality of a fiery person.   It is searing, burning, scorching, blistering, hot, warm, incandescent, on, fire,
passionate, fiery, passionate, strong, brave.

ardid
It is a procedure that is performed quickly to get a profit.  In Colombia it is used as synonymous with strategy, argucia,
treta, artifice, maña, trap, skill, dexterity, deception, trick, cunning, trichiñuela. 

ardillita de tierra
It is one of the common names of a small rodent of the United States.  Also referred to as squirrel land listed tuza,
thirteen bands suslik.  In the 19th century it was called espermofilo Leopard.   Its scientific name is Ictidomys squirrel



(synonym: ground squirrel).  It belongs to the family Sciuridae.  There are some very prolific animals.

ardisia
Botany is the name of a genus of plants belonging to the family Primulaceae.  They were formerly classified in the family
Myrsinaceae.  They are usually garden plants.

arditas
It is one of the common names that receive the squirrels, which are a few rodents of small size and distributed all over
the world.  Its scientific name is Sciurus vulgaris ( 41 common Ardila; belongs to the family Sciuridae.  The squirrel of
bamboo will say Tupaya.  Also they say to Chipmunks Tamias.

ardía
Inflection of burn. It means feeling ardentia, feel fire, burn, having many wishes for something. Feel burning. Be in
flames. Inflame. Ardor, enthusiasm, passion, Rapture, exultation.

ardor
It can mean heat, ardentía.  Also stinging, itching, itching, irritation. 

arduina
Name of a goddess from Celtic mythology.  Name of a book written by the Spanish José Balboa Rodríguez in 2018. 
Name of a genus Botanical, of plants belonging to the family Apocynaceae (it is synonymous with Carissa).  The plant is
known as caranda or Natal plum.  Its fruits are edible. 

areas protegidas
They are the areas that should be kept intact, to protect their biotic and abiotic natural resources to protect species in
danger of extinction, the births of water sources or unique landscapes by order of the State. They are divided into
national parks, regional parks, nature parks, forest protection Areas or Areas of forest reserve, Flora sanctuaries or
wildlife sanctuaries. In some municipalities of Colombia, there are areas of forest protection.

arebaiki
Name of sticky magic substance, used by the Huitotos Indians in Colombia.

arena
Rock particle, especially if it is siliceous.  It usually accumulates at the seashore or on the bends of rivers.  In the pde of
the seas the sand is the product of the disintegration of the coral.  Name given to a closed sports field, with stands for
the public, where competitions are held (be football or basketball).  Enclosure where circus shows are presented. 
Special enclosure for bullfighting. 

arenaria
The correct term is Arenaria ( with uppercase ).  The name of a genus of herbaceous plants very cosmopolitan is to
which belong some 1400 species.  They are usually acaules and have white, pink or purple flowers.  They belong to the
family Caryophyllaceae.

arenas
Surname of Spanish origin.  Surname of a great Colombian sculptor and writer, whose full name was Rodrigo Arenas



Betancur.  In Colombia it is the name of a volcano of the Cordillera Central (Nevado del Ruíz).  Plural of sand, which is a
disintegrated mineral material, consisting of small grains of rock resulting from the rubbing and tapping of rolling stock. 
It is usually found on beaches, deserts and riverbanks.  On the sea beaches they are the result of coral fractionation.  An
arena can also be a space to practice bullfighting or a closed and large area to hold sporting events with the presence of
a large public. 

arencada
Arencada is the name of a school of herring.  Food dish prepared with herring.

arenga
Speech delivered before an audience.  It means speech, speech, proclamation, sermon, preaching, rant, catilinaria, rant.

arenque
It is a type of teleósteo marine fish of the family Cupleidae.  they belong to the genus Cuplea.  There are about 15
species that also include the tarpons.  Scientific name Cuplea spp.

areo
It was the name of a King of Sparta who ruled for 44 years, from 309 A.  C.  He was the son of Acrotato.

areopla
areopla is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Airplane" being its meaning:<br>It's airplane without the last
syllable. Airplane is a ship that can move through the air. Aircraft, aircraft.

areopla
areopla is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Aeroplan" being its meaning:<br>Aeroplan is a loyalty or fidelity
program invented by Air Canada in 1984 with incentives for regular customers. In 2002 became an independent
corporate entity. It is currently owned by AIMINA.

arepa
It's a bunch of cooked corn.  It comes in many presentations and is found in almost every latin American country.  There
are simple and stuffed.  In Colombia the word alone, can mean stroke of luck, fortune, chance, chimba, chiripa. 
Arepazo, chiripazo, chimbazo.  As an adjective it can mean flat, crushed.  Plasta.  It is also a vulgar way of referring to
the female sex organ.

arepa torta frita
That is the definition of cachanga, an Argentine delight served to accompany the mate.  FRY in a pan with sunflower oil
and carry something sprinkled sugar.

arepera
Woman who is dedicated to the production of arepas.  Woman who makes or sells arepas.  Vessel in which the arepas
are placed.  In a vulgar way it means lesbian. 

arepería
In Colombia place where arepas are manufactured or where arepas are sold.



arepuela
Diminutive and derogatory of arepa.  Small arepa .  Arepas or small cakes that are made from wheat and egg. 

arequipa
It is the name of a city and a Department of Peru.  It is the legal Capital of the 40 Peru; Headquarters of the
Constitutional Court, ) and the second city in size.  There are several versions as to its meaning in quechua: if staying is
one; trumpet sound, is another; behind the peak or mount is a third and finally pointed, sharp, sharp.

ares
In Greek mythology it was the name of the god of war.  It amounted to Mars in Roman mythology.  It is also the name of
a Spanish municipality in the province of La Coruña. 

arestín
In Ecuador and Southern Colombia it means scabies, skin disease, paspa.  Crust of grime that forms on the ankles. 

arete
In Colombia it means areta, slope, candonga, tendril.  Accessory that women use hung on ears.

aretes
Plural of earring .  In Colombia hoops (for ears), tendrils, earrings, openers, candongas. 

arethusa
Name of a Nayade of Greek mythology.  It was converted into a stream of water by Artemis. 

aretico
Diminutive of earring and of course also of hoop.  Small earring.  Jewel, which is placed in the earlobes.

aretusa
In Greek mythology it was a Nayade.  It became a stream of water to defend itself from Alpheus, by the work of Artemis. 
She was a friend and a doctor of Artemis.  Name of a lake on the island of Ortigia (Italy). 

arévaco
Name of a primitive Celtiberian people who inhabited the current provinces of Soria and Segovia in Spain.   Name of
pre-Roman town that existed in Spain. 

arévalo
Arévalo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "40 Arévalo; is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>In Colombia
Arévalo is a surname of Spanish origin and I know of a case which is used as a name. It is the name of a Spanish
municipality in Ávila.

argallarín
The correct term is Algallarín.  It was the name of a farm and later the name of an urban project developed in the region
of Alto Guadalquivir, Province of Córdoba, in Andalusia (Spain).  This process of official colonization developed from
1953.  A town was formed that bears that name: Algallarín. 



argamasa
Mixture used in construction.  Mortar made of lime, sand and water, which is used in masonry works. 

argana
It is the same thing that angarilla or arguena.  They are tools that are used to load mules or donkeys.

arganeo
It is the name given to the ring or shackle that attaches the anchor of a ship to the chain. 

arganita
It is one of the common names of the plant's scientific name Calluna vulgaris of the family Ericaceae.  It is also the
common names of Heather, Heath, brezina, Heather, argana, suck.  It was formerly used to make brooms to sweep. 
Grow in sterile soils and has medicinal uses.  It is one of the so-called Bach flowers.

argaña
It's the name of a medicinal plant.  It is one of the common names of the scientific name plant Calluna vulgaris of the
family Ericaceae.  It also receives the common names of biercol, heather, brezine, brecina, arganita, chupe.  It was
formerly used to make brooms to sweep.  It grows on barren soils and has medicinal uses.  It's one of Bach's so-called
Flowers. 

argán
It is one of the names of a thorny and small tree from which an oil widely used in cosmetics is extracted.  It is also called
erguén.  Its scientific name is Argania spinosa and belongs to the family Sapotaceae.  In Morocco they give you many
different uses (wood.  edible oil, goat fodder).  It is a very resistant and long-lived tree.  From it you can extract a focus
of uses in cosmetology.  

argel
Capital and largest city of Algeria.  In Arabic, it means the Islands.

argenta
Argenta and Argentum mean silver, silver, which has a brightness similar to silver.  Color silver or plated. 
Chrome-plated.

argentina
Person born in the gaucho country.  Woman born in Argentine territory.

argentino
It means silver, it looks like silver.  It has the glitter and appearance of silver.  Hard and metallic gloss.  It is used as a
male name with the same meaning.  Gentilicio of Argentina.  It means born, natural from Argentina, or, resident in
Argentina, relative to Argentina.  Argentine is also the name of a Greek-Latin demigod who presided over the minting of
silver coins.  Name of a lake in Argentina, in the Province of Santa Cruz.  Name of several singers born in Argentina :
Argentine Ledesma (tangos), Argentino Luna (tropical).

argentinos
People from Argentina, relative to Argentina.  Plural of Argentinian .  It can also mean that it has silvery visos, that it



shines like silver or that it produces sounds like silver.  Synonym : arsegent .  Former currency of Argentina.  It is also
one of the common names of a plant of the Rosaceae family.  Other common names are : potentilla, silver or good male.
 Its scientific name is Argentina anserina ( or Potentilla anserina ).  Name of a football team from Argentina, based in
Buenos Aires. 

argeologia
It is the same as archaeology.

argindarrez
In Basque it has to do with regards to energy or electricity.

argivo
It is the gentile of the natives of Argos.  Originally from Argos.  Born in Argos, relative to Argos.  Argos is the name of an
ancient Greek city located northeast of the Peloponnese.

argofifa
It is a derivation of the Arabic word aljofifa.  It means piece of cloth used for cleaning or scrubbing.  Mop , clean . 

argoma
It is one of the common names given to blueberry and especially to wild blueberry or blueberry.  It is also often called
caramiña, obi, ráspano or murtil.  Its scientific name is Vaccinium myrtillus.  It belongs to the Ericaceae family. 

argos
It was the name of several Greek cities in antiquity.  Now Argos is very modern, a city and port located close to Nauplia. 
It was also the name of several characters from ancient times in Greece.  Name of a son of Arestor, in ancient Greece,
was a great builder of boats.  Argos was also the name of a son of Zeus and Niobe.  Name of the dog of Odysseus,
famous for his faithfulness.  Name of the dog of Actaeon, which ended up devouring it.  The name of a city of Indiana in
the United States.  Argos is the name of the greater Colombian cement company.  Argos Panoptes was the giant of the
100 eyes.

argot
It is a type of language used by very specific populations, who usually have the same trade or profession, or who are
dedicated to the same sporting activity.  It appears to be a coded or encrypted language.  Slang, gibberish, babel,
gibberish, germania, dialect. 

argón
Argon is incorrectly written and it should be written as Argon.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Argon.  It is the
name of a chemical element with atomic number 18.  It is a noble gas and its symbol is Ar.  In Greek, it means that it
does not react.

arguena
The most suitable term is erguena, with tilde.  It means rings, arganas, saddlebags.  Walks used to transport materials. 

arguendera
You mean gossipy, talkative, liar, liar, slanderer.  Argüendera is also used with the same meanings.



arguendero
The term used is argendero (in Mexico arg-aenda, meaning language, relative to it).  Literally loose-tongued.  In Central
America means talker, gossipy, liar, liar.

arguia
The term argía, with diamiss and tilde.  It's a turning point of argir.  It means arguing, exposing, reasoning, securing,
demonstrating.  It can also mean challenging, disprove.

arguyo
It is an inflection of argue.  It means exposing, argue, reason, ensure, demonstrate, test, litigate, refute, challenge.  Say
what you think or what it feels like.

arguyò
The correct term may be I argues or he argued.  In the same way both are inflections argue that it means argue, reason,
expose, ensure, confirm, test, demonstrate, discuss, argue, litigate.

arguyó
It is an inflection of argue, which means reasoning, argue, explain, demonstrate, ensure, challenge, refute, litigate,
dispute.  Violet: The Colombian on the u are called dierisis and not placed in all the inflections of argue, only the
pronunciation of the u is when necessary to dissolve the diphthong gue or gui.  For example in argued, we argue.

argüende
It means lie, embuste, falsehood, slander. 

argyrophis
It means silver snakes, silver-colored snakes or glowing snakes.  It is the name of a genus of snakes in the family
Typhlopidae.  They are blind snakes that live in the foothills south of the Himalayan Mountains.

arhat
In Buddhism, a person who has attained Nirvana, someone who has gained a deep understanding of the true nature of
existence and therefore will not be born again.  It is also referred to as Arahant.  Goal of Spiritual Progress, in
Theravada Buddhism.  He has no emotional obscurations, unflappable, as a practitioner of the shravaka,
pratyekabuddha or bodhisattva class in Buddhism. 

arhuaca
It means it belongs to the anthnia of the Arhuacos.  Concerning that ecnia or its language.  They live in the Sierra
Nevada de Santa Marta.  They are also known as ika, iku, or bintukua. 

ari aho
ARI Aho is the name of a co-pilot of Saab aircraft.

ariadne
It is a name of Greek origin that means kind, pious.  Ariadna and Ariana variant.  In Greek mythology, daughter of
Minos, girlfriend of Theseus.  He gave Theseus a ball of thread, which served him to leave the labyrinth, after killing the
Minotaur.



aribada
Aribada, is another name that we know the Mohan. In some regions they say Poira. They say that it is a monstrous
character, covered with abundant fur, which seems more to be wrapped in a long hair. It has large hands, with long
sharp nails as the of a wild beast. The diversity of legends that are told about feats and tricks how it works, constitute a
folk wealth for this Tolima 40 land; 41 Colombia Center;. Fishermen call it naughty, andariego, adventurer, Warlock and
libertine.

aribalo
It is the same as balsamarioo shape.  It was a vessel used in ancient Greece for storing balms or essential oils.

aributos
The correct term is attributes.  They are different qualities, qualities, gifts, skills, characteristics, properties, distinctive,
traits, peculiarities, conditions that favor a being.

arica
Arica is the name of a province and a Chilean city.  In the Colombian Eastern Plains it is one of the common names of a
reddish bee that produces wax and honey.  Also, arica is an inflection of aricar, which means to plow superficially or dig.

arides
The correct term is aridity, with Z.  Grade or quality of arid.  It means no water in the ground and moisture in the air. 
Dryness.

arido
The correct term is arid (tilde).  It means devoid of moisture, dry, desert, wilderness, unproductive, infertile, barren,
desolate, monotonous, boring, granular.  Relative grounds.

ariel
It is a name of biblical and Hebrew origin male.  It means the lion of God.  Archangel, guardian angel related to dreams
and revelations, Director and Messenger.

aries
In latin it means RAM, goat.  It is one of the signs of the Zodiac, which applies to those born between March 24 and April
21.  It is the name of a constellation.  Colombia is also a male name.  Aries Vigoth is a Colombian singer of llanera,
nicknamed "The romantic del Llano" and sign Leo.

arikara
Name of an American Aboriginal tribe.  They were also called sahnish, arikaree or ree.  They belonged to the Sioux
family. 

aril
Aryl or best aril, in Botany.  It is the fleshy coverage of some seeds from fruits of coniferous plants, especially the
families Taxaceae and Cephalotaxaceae.  The best example is the European yew (Taxus baccata).  In organic
chemistry is a functional group derived from aromatic hydrocarbons.

arilla



It is a surname of Spanish origin.  Surname of Spanish tennis players who came to play the Roland Garrós and the
Davis Cup.  Their full names are José Luis Arilla López and Alberto Arilla López (now deceased).  Diminutive and
feminine hoop.  Type of frame for lenses or glasses (small rings, usually circular and metallic).  Diminutive of ara .  Small
stone of an altar.  Also diminutive for offense, evil, humiliation, insult. 

ario
Person of special characteristics : high, white complexion, light eyes and light hair.  Belonging to an Indo-European
people.

aristi
Name of an old and famous Hotel in Cali.  Name of a Colombian artist who performs concerts with mantra music.  It was
one of the nicknames of Colombian footballer Victor Hugo Aristizabal.  He was also nicknamed Aristigol. 

aristipo
aristippus is incorrectly written and should be written as "Aristippus or Aristippus." being its meaning:<br>Aristippus or
Aristippus is a male name, although relatively little used. It comes from Aristippus of Cyrene or simply Aristippus ( 435 a.
C. - 350 BC.  ) It was a Greek philosopher founder of Greek Cyrenaica school that identified the good with 40 pleasure;
Hedonism ). He was a disciple of Socrates.

aristol
It means tip, sharp end.  The name given to the tip of an arrow or spear.  In Chemistry, it is the substance resulting from
combining thymol and iodine.

aristopía
It is the name of a novel by Castello Holford, which is considered the first alternate history novel in English. 

aristón
Name of Plato's father (Aristona of Athens).  It was the name of several ancient Greek philosophers.   Name of a
registered trademark of pneumatic organs .  Ariston, well without tilde, is a well-known shirt brand in Colombia.

aristóteles
Name of a Greek philosopher, disciple of Plato.  He was born in Estagira in 384 BC.  C .  He was the teacher of
Alexander the Great.  Along with Plato they are considered the fathers of Western philosophy and thought. 

aritmética
It is the science of numbers and basic operations with them.   It is one of the Branches of the Mathematical Sciences. 

aritmofobia
It is a phobia of many students characterized by hatred or fear of numbers, mathematics, arithmetic.  As master
managed to many of my students to overcome it and today are good engineers.  Usually occurs more among minors
and you are overcome with age and often is caused by poor academic results in the early years (and have to say it: by
teachers little prepared to teach introduction to mathematics).

arito
In Colombia we use it as a diminutive of ring.  Generally metallic trim that is placed in the ear.  , in the form of ring or



ring.  Earring, arracacia of small size.  Argollita, tendril, Heretic, candonguita.

arizona
It is the name of a State and a Desert in the United States.  It is also the name of a ship of the Navy armored of that
country.  Name of an asteroid 793.  Name of cities in the states of Arizona and Nebraska in the United States, and also
in Honduras (Department of Atlántida) and Argentina (Province of San Luis). 

arje
In Philosophy it is a fundamental concept of Ancient Greece that meant the beginning of the universe or the first element
of all things.  It is also called Arché or Arke.  Beginning, origin, beginning. 

arjorán o algarrobo loco
They are two common names of a tree that is also known as cyclamor, love tree or Judas tree.  Its scientific name is
Cercis siliquastrum and belongs to the fabaceae family.  

arlenne
It is a name of Gaelic or Celtic origin.  It has as variants Arlene or Arlette .  It means the one that promises, the one that
commits.

arma
It's a turning-up to arming.  It means to build, assemble, equip, drill, equip, provide.  It is any type of element or
aggression tool that serves to attack another or to defend itself.  It is also called a weapon to each of the classes or
branches of the armed forces and the army.

armadijos
It is the way to call the traps or frames of sticks, used to hunt birds or small animals.  Plural of armadijo .  Traps. 

armadillo
It is one of the most popular common names of a placental mammal of the Order Cingulata.  It belongs to the family
Dasypodidae.  They receive other common names such as quirquincho, mulita, tatú, peludo, cachicamo, jerrejerre,
gurre, cueche, piche, carachupa.  It has an armor of plates. 

armado
It is an inflection of arming.  It means form, build, supply, furnish, give, provide. It means that you own or pota weapons. 
Having as defend themselves.

armando
Armando is a male name, meaning Warrior and is of Germanic origin. Armando is an inflection of arming.  It means
build, build.

armaño
Arman is the name of a Spanish locality which belongs to the municipality of Cillorigo, at the historic Liébana region of
Cantabria (Spain).



armar un show
In Colombia say " Assemble a Show ". It means make a claim angry in public. Cantaletear the partner or a friend in front
of more people to make him grieve.

armas
Plural of weapon .  It means implement or tool that is used for defense, cessation or to attack the enemy.  Surname of
Spanish origin .  Surname of Venezuelan singer and composer of llanera music, called Reynaldo Armas Enguaima. 

armenia
It is the name of the capital of the Department of Quindío, Colombia.  It is the name of a country in the Caucasus that
has no outlet to the sea and its capital is Yerevan.  It is also the name of a Colombian municipality in the Department of
Antioquia, a municipality in El Salvador and two villages of United States (Wisconsin and Pennsylvania.  The name of a
Hospital ship Russian of the second war world.

armenio
It means that he is a native of Armenia, born in Armenia.  It is the name of the born in the capital of the Department of
Quindío, in Colombia.  It can also be from the one born in a Caucasus country that has no access to the sea and its
capital is Erevan.  A person born in a Colombian municipality in the Department of Antioquia, in a municipality of El
Salvador and or in two towns in the United States (Wisconsin and Pennsylvania), which are called Armenia.  In
Colombia we also call the Armenian cuyabro . 

armerita
In Colombia it is the name of the natives of the disappeared city of Armero, in the Department of Tolima.  Currently the
municipal seat is Armero-Guayabal.  Nowadays the armerita or guava are used.  It also means relative to Armero or
follower of Armero .  It can refer to Francisco Armero y Fernández de Peñaranda (I Marqués del Nervión and grandee of
Spain), to Carlota Armero a Heroine of the Independence of Colombia, to José León Armero the ideologist of the
Constitution of Mariquita or even to the ex-player Pablo Armero. 

armero
Name of a Colombian municipality in the Department of Tolima, which disappeared after an avalanche.  Currently the
municipal headwaters are Armero-Guayabal.  Last name of a Spanish sailor named Francisco Armero and Fernández
de Peñaranda.  Surname of Heroine of Colombian Independence, called Carlota Armero.  Surname of a Colombian
footballer named Pablo Armero.  Person who fixes, manufactures, sells or cleans weapons. 

armona
It is the name of a Portuguese island which belongs to the municipality of Olhão.  It is located in a Natural Park, called
Lake Ria Formosa.

armor
In the oil industry, ARMOR International is the name of a company that supplies all types of equipment and products for
the care of spills and oil contingencies, in particular barriers.  There is also an eponymous company in Colombia, aimed
at shielding of vehicles.  Armor is an English word which means armor.

armuelles
It is the name of a Panamanian Port located in the District of Barú, Province of Chiriquí.  It's called the "City of Sands."  It
is the plural of armuelle.  In Botany is one of the common names of several plants.  Two of them belong to the genus
Atriplex, which belongs to the family Amaranthaceae.  They are also called bledos or tickers.  Another of the plants



belongs to the genus Chenopodium, in the family Chenopodiaceae.  It is also known as genillo , jajo , bledo , cimielga ,
cenizo or quinhuilla.

arnafe
It is also usually called alnafe.  It is a small portable oven of baked clay.  The term is of Arabic origin.  Portable clay
stove. 

arnera
It is the name of a river, a tributary of the Murga, at Alt Empordá, in Catalonia.

arni
It stands for angiotensin receptor and neprilysin inhibition (which translates for inhibition of the angiotensin receptor and
naproxen).  It is the name of a drug used in patients with dual heart failure. 

arno
Name of an Italian river that originates in the Apennine Mountains.  River of the Tuscany region in Italy.  It is also a male
name of German origin and means powerful as an eagle.  It is considered a French variant of Arn.  It also has variants
Arnaud or Arnaldo.  Name of an Island in the Pacific that belongs to the Marshall Islands. 

aro
It means circle, wheel, hoop.  Inflection of plow.  It is one of the names given in Colombia to malanga or ocumo.  In
Colombia we also call it mafafa, bore, ocumo, yaro.  Its scientific name is Xanthosoma sagittifolium and belongs to the
family Araceae.  

aroba
It is one of the ways the typographical symbol (called aroba, arova or arroba) @ call.  It is an essential computer symbol
for e-mail addresses, because it is the link between your server and the user name.  In Spanish, the correct term is
arroba, a word of Arabic origin meaning a fourth or quarter.  It is also the name of a measure of weight that is not of the
metric system.  Equivalent to 25 pounds.  A quintal has 4 arrobas and therefore the arroba is the fourth of a quintal.  The
arroba was used as a measure of volume, weight and mass.

aroje
It is a name of a Colombian indigenous people, also called, Caraballos, Carabayos, Yuríes or Arojes.  They are located
in the departments of Caquetá and Putumayo.  They are differentiated by a black tattoo around the mouth. 

aroje o yuri
They are names of a Colombian indigenous people, also called, Caraballos, Carabayos, Yuríes or Arojes.  They are
located in the departments of Caquetá and Putumayo.  They are differentiated by a black tattoo around the mouth. 

arojes o yuríes
They are names of a Colombian indigenous people, also called, Caraballos, Carabayos, Yuríes or Arojes.  They are
located in the departments of Caquetá and Putumayo.  They are differentiated by a black tattoo around the mouth. 

arojes-yuries
They are names of a Colombian indigenous people, also called, Caraballos, Carabayos, Yuríes or Arojes.  They are



located in the departments of Caquetá and Putumayo.  They are differentiated by a black tattoo around the mouth. 

aroma
It means characteristic smell of something.  Perfume , fragrance .  Name of a coffee brand in Colombia.  . 

aromatizante
Substance that is used to give a pleasant odor, usually to a food product. 

aromáticas
In Colombia it is the most common way to call herbal infusions.  Herbal tea, herbal water.  Hot drinks made with natural
medicinal herbs.  It means that they produce aromas, which have a pleasant smell.  The most commonly used plants
are cidron, toronjil, yerbabuena, lemonaria, mejorana, chamomile.

arosa
It is the name given to an island and estuary in the Province of Ponteverda in Galicia (Spain).  Name of a protuguese
locality in the parish of Guimaraes .  Name of a locality in Switzerland .  Name of a Sailboat school of the Spanish Navy. 

arotxena
It is not a word the Spanish but the Basque language.  It means toothbrush.

aroused
Aroused is an English word, which means woke up.

arowana
It is one of the common names given in the Amazon to the largest freshwater fish in the Amazon basin.  It is also called
arabana, arahuana, arawana, paiche, arapaima or pirarucú.  It is made of exquisite meat.  Its scientific name is
Arapaima gigas and it belongs to the family Arapimidae.  It can grow up to more than 4 meters long. 

arpegiar
In music place arpeggios in a musical notation to indicate that the indicated notes are played very quickly and
successively.

arpegio
In Music it is a quick succession of sounds harmoniously and within a chord.  It's literally playing like on the harp.  It is a
musical notation symbol that indicates that the notes that are pointed are played successively and quickly.

arpeo
In Veterinary Medicine it is an abnormal, sudden and involuntary movement, popularly known as rabbit jump. 
Hyperflexion of one or the hind limbs of an equine.  In the fishing field it is a type of iron instrument that has hooks or
hooks in order to be dragged by the bottom of the sea and catch submerged objects. 

arpia
Harpy Harpy was a female winged body of predatory bird that flew and looted, according to Greek mythology.   Harpy is
a kind of Eagle who lives in America ( Harpia harpyja - family Accipitridae ).  It is the reference name of the AH-60



Sikorsky helicopter, developed by the Colombian air force.

arponcillo
It is a diminutive of Harpoon.  Hook.  Basic element as a hook for fishing which is linked to the line.

arpón
It is the name of a throwing weapon that can be used in hunting or fishing.  It is made up of a wooden or iron rod that
has a pointed and sharp end, often accompanied by hook or hook.  It is usually used to hunt very large prey.  It is also
one of many names that receives an ornamental plant.  it is also called bullet, broken leaf, harpoon, cow's rib, cerimán,
phyllodendro or skeleton.  Its scientific name is Monstera delicious and belongs to the family Araceae.

arqueadas
Plural of arch.  It means that you have an arch shape.  Curved, bent, bent, bent, enarcadas, cimbradas.

arquear
It means giving curvature to something.  Give the shape of an arc.  Also in finance do toy or balance.  Inventory of goods
and resources.  Combar, twist, curve. 

arqueño
He is the gentile of a person from Arcos de la Frontera, in the Province of Cadiz, in Spain.  It is related to or resides in
Arcs de la Frontera.  Nickname of a Spanish bullfighter, named Manuel Barea. 

arqueologias
archaeologies is incorrectly written and should be written as ' 40 archaeological; with tilde ) "being its meaning:<br>The
correct term is archaeological.  Concerning the study of the cultures of antiquity.

arquería
In Colombia , goal , arch , frame .  Frame or door in the sport of football, where the goalkeeper stands to avoid goals. 
Sport that is performed with bows, arrows and a point of Diana or objective.  The arcade is formed by two parales or
vertical posts and a stringer or crossbar. 

arquero
Athlete who practices archery.  Former military who used the bow as a weapon of war.  Soccer: goalkeeper, goalkeeper,
goal, Cerberus.  Person making the retching, counter, cashier, Treasurer.

arqueta
Diminutive and derogatory of ark.  Box or small ark, box, box.  It can also mean urn, ark, box, coffin, coffin.  Box or tank
where water is received and then distributed. 

arquetipo
It means original model that serves to be emulated and replicated.  Which serves to be reproduced or copied.  Model ,
sample . 

arquetipos



It means original, model, prototype, sample.  It means model or sample to be copied or reproduced.  Standard model. 
Mold.

arquitecto
Person who has studied and graduated in Architecture.  Architecture Professional.  Etymologically it comes from the
Greek term architekton, which means "the one who commands" (arki or archi) "to masons or master builders" ( tecton). 

arquitecto bim
He is an architect who knows the system Building Informatios System (information system of the construction) more
up-to-date than the CAD (Computer Aided Design or design assisted by computer).  It is a program for drawing and
design.

arrabal
It refers to the slums or the periphery.  Districts of invasion, slums, suburbs.

arrabalero
To say that he lives, he was born or is related to the arrabal (neighborhood low, poor or peripheral).  In Colombia is
synonymous with ordinary, rough, poorly educated.

arrabaliano
It means that it is typical of the arrabal or the suburbs, the slums or the most marginalized sectors of a city.  Relative to
the arrabal. 

arrabá
In Arab architecture it is an ornament that adorns the frame of doors or the arches of doors and windows. 

arrabel
It is a very hoarse sound rubbing type of musical instrument.  It is also called gin or bone.  There is also another musical
instrument, similar to the violin that in Avila, Toledo and Extremadura is called arrabel or rabel. 

arracacha
It is a plant of yellowish edible tubers.  In Colombia in some parts is called also celery although they are very different
plants (but they are from the same family and very similar).  Arracacha has an exquisite flavour and is based on some
dishes ingredient of the melting pot.  It is also called white carrot, mandioquinha, virraca.  Its scientific name is Arracacia
Arracacha and belongs to the family Apiaceae.

arrachera
It is the same thing that in Colombia we call pulgarejo or diaphragm.  It is a regular quality marinade is very tasty meat
and is inexpensive.  Meat hard or rejuda.

arradrarse
The correct term is to regret it.  It means to panic, to panic, to be frightened, to shrink, to cower.  Feeling too scared or
afraid.  Panic.



arraiján
It is the name of a Panamanian village located near Panama City.  An anglicanism could be considered, as the name of
the people derived from the English expression "At rigth hand", which translates "on the right".  Arraiján is located near
the Panama Canal.

arrajeron
arrajeron is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Attracted" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is attracted. 
It is a turning point of attracting. It means approximate approach, capture, seduce, Captivate, delight, result, cause,
cause.

arrancar
Violently pulling out something that is attached to a wall or floor.  Rooting out a plant.  Also in Colombia it means starting
a vehicle, starting a journey, giving ignition to an engine or a vehicle.  Turn on, start, start moving or walking. 

arranchar
In Colombia, arranchar or arrancharse means not to give in, to intransigir.  Do not accept, do not allow, do not access. 

arranque
In Colombia also is called induced or generator.  Electrical part of the engine that allows the ignition.

arrapiezo
In a derogatory way it means boy, boy, boy, little boy, infant.  It also means tatter. 

arrarai
Arrarai or arraray is an Ecuadorian term used to mean Uff, that heat, that embarrassment.

arrastradera
In Colombia it means chancleta, flip-flops, slippers.  Footwear used within the House.  Much used in the plural.

arrastraderas
In Colombia, it is the same as flip-flops.  It is a kind of footwear very simple and inexpensive, formed only by the zuela
and a band of the same material that covers the fingers and even the medium instep.  We also call them flip-flops.

arrastrado
In Colombia means person without economic resources, very poor.  It also means low social person, it is also said to be
ripped off.  Lumpen, marginalized, beggar, common, proletarian, indigent.  Drag inflection .  It means pulling, pulling,
pulling, towing, pushing.

arratonamiento
In Costa Rica it is an involuntary muscle contraction, cramp.  Cramping .  In Chile it is cowering, frightening, terrifying. 

arratzalde in
They are not terms of the Spanish but the Basque language. It means in the evenings.



arratzalde on
They are not terms of the Spanish but the Basque language. It means good afternoon.

arraval
The correct term is arrabal, with b .  It means slum, suburb, around, suburbs.  Marginalized sectors of a city.

arraztaelleon
It is a term in Basque language and means to track them, follow them, chase them.

arreador
It can refer to a person or an object.  Arriador or muleteer .  Person who herds or drives the advancement of livestock. 
Type of whip or whip with which beasts or cattle are herded. 

arrear
Forcing cattle to move or moves.  It means fuelling, stimulate, encourage, hasten, Stoke, spanking, aguijonear, scare.

arrebatao
It is a vulgarism by snatched.  Suffering from outbursts.  In Colombia it has two meanings.  The first means rowdy,
intense, braggart.  It also means sparkling, agitated, which is watered by the effects of pressure or gas (referred to a soft
drink or carbonated liquid). 

arrebato
In Colombia outburst is an action that executes in untimely manner and without thinking about it.  Madness, frenzy,
exaltation, momentum, furor, delirium, paroxysm.  It is also an inflection of snatch.  It means shake, remove, loot, boot,
loot, seize.

arrebiatado
arrebiatado it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Snatched" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
taken. It is an inflection of snatch. It means remove, loot, boot, loot, seize. Colombia snatched also means very eccentric
person and who like to draw the attention of others. Flowery, striking, excited, agitated.

arrebol
Pink, rosy color.  Red color of the clouds in a summer sunset.  Summer clouds.  Coppery or reddish color.

arrebolados
Embarrassed, distressed. That you acquire a reddish color. Coppery color.

arrebolados
Embarrassed, distressed. That you acquire a reddish color. Coppery color.

arreboles
Reddish clouds that appear in the summer sunsets.  Clouds of the sun of deer.



arrecharse
In Colombia, it has two meanings. In the departments of Santander, it means be very short-tempered, put bravo, in a
bad mood, angry really, furious. When they say that a thing " he began to arrechar " they are trying to say that it is
becoming difficult, very difficult. On the other hand, in Tolima and Huila, arrechar be means to be in heat, having an
erection or having sexual desires.

arrechisimo
The correct term is very snatched, with tilde.  In Colombia and especially in the Department of Santander means very
difficult, very complicated.  It causes a lot of work.

arrechito
In Colombia and especially Santander means furious, enraged, bravo, haughty, lump sum, bully.

arrecho
In Colombia it has two very different meanings depending on the region where it is used.  In Santander it means
laborious, difficult, complicated and also brave, furious, ill-tempered.  In this region it is of daily and common use. In
Tolima it means with intense sexual desire, in heat.  Here, it is considered a very vulgar term. 

arrechuchar
In Colombia it is shake by suffer chills.  Means sensations of heat and cold in a way alternative, typically is a symptom of
influenza.  Shaking, calofrio, Creeper, arrechucho, tremor, scrapie.  Some people use it as a synonym for push, throw,
impel.

arrechucho
In Colombia we say arrechucho or arrechuchos, then chills.  Means sensations of heat and cold in a way alternative,
typically is a symptom of influenza.  Shaking, calofrio, Creeper, calosfrio, tremor, scrapie.

arrecia
It is an inflection of westerly. It means increasing the intensity. It is synonymous with redoubled, increase, worsen,
aggravate, intensify.

arrecife
Name of a rocky or coral structure that is located at low depth in the sea and close to the coast.  Name of a Spanish city
in the Canary Islands.  Name of a river in the Province of Buenos Aires, in Argentina. 

arrecío
In Andalusia, it is valid to say arrecido or arrecio.  It means you are full of cold, frozen.  Frozen, cold, ice, tree,
dumbfounded, aterido, torn.

arrecostar
The correct term is to lie.  It means placing side or at an angle.  Rest, pull it up, approach, sticking.  In Colombia it is
used to denote the action of the person who is looking for someone who provide food or services without paying
anything back.  Stuck.  Bedtime.

arrecostarse



The correct term is leaning.  It means take side.  Lying down to rest a moment.  Make a small NAP.  In Colombia, it also
means to live as a parasite of another person, expect others to maintain it and pay her expenses.  Leech.

arredrar
It means making you feel afraid, cowardice, fear.  Scare, scare, cower, intimidate, frighten, swing.

arredrarse
It means cowering, cowering, feeling too afraid or cowardly.  It means acquiring the status of apocado, coward,
pusillanimous, pelele.  Amedrerse, shake, get scared, cower, paniquise, griddle.  Feeling fear or cowardice in the face of
imminent danger or risk.

arrejerar
Nautica is tie or secure a boat with two anchors: one forward and one aft.

arrejo
It is an inflection of arrejar.  In Chile it means risk, venture, bone, exposed.  Risk, adventure, daring, fresh-water fish.

arrejuntarse
It is the action or effect of freely living a couple.  It means joining a couple freely to make a marital life, without having
contracted no rites.  Living in free union.  Join, get together, live together.

arremolinaba
It means that you are grouped, met, he huddled, it strides, it aglomeraba, it apretujaba.

arremon
It means silent, mute, he doesn't talk.  It is the name of a genus of birds that belongs to the family Passerellidae .  They
are known as cerqueros or cerqueritos.

arremuesco
In the Departments of Tolima and Huila in Colombia, it means ornament, flap, flap.  It's also a way of expressing
contempt or displeasure for something or someone.  It's ugly, it doesn't match properly. 

arremuesco en colombia
In Colombia arremuesco mean useless, useless, lazy, lazy, bulky.  Person who, by his way of being, becomes a burden,
rather than only creates problems and complications.

arrendajo
It is the name of a very common bird in Colombia.  Known by other names such as oropendolas, toches or backpackers.
 Their plumage is black and yellow colors.  Its scientific name is Cacique cela and belongs to the family Icteridae.

arrendar
It means to give up a property by paying a rental fee.  Rent , rent . 



arrequintar
Arrequintar is the action of tightening, adjust or make something in a way that is so strong that it is difficult to release
again.  Used usually for screws and nuts.

arresto
It is an inflection of arrest.  It means removing liberty, deprivation of liberty.  Stop, jail, confine, PIN, apprehend, reduce. 
Arrests, means courage value, bravery, daring, Audacity, courage, boldness, resolution.

arresto domiciliario
It is a kind of conviction in which the defendant pays his sentence held in his own home from which he cannot leave
without prior authorization.  It occurs when crimes are considered not serious and the sentence is not a danger to
society. 

arrete
Rope to tie.  Brake, rein.  It's a French language word meaning arrested, imprisoned. 

arri
It is the apocopada and affectionate call the ladies that have the name Arritoquieta.

arriada
It is an inflection of removal.  It means down, drop, descend, pick up, loosen.

arriana
Relative to arrio or arrianism.  Person or woman who practices arrianism, so he is not Trinitarian, who does not believe
that the God the Son, is God, but a subordinate of God the Father. 

arrianismo
It was a group of Christians who did not believe in the Holy Trinity, for they regarded God the Son, that is, Jesus Christ,
as a subordinate of the Father God.  Non-Trinitarian Christian community.  Follower of Arrio.  Arrio was a priest of
non-Trinitarian Alexandria. 

arriano
A Christian person who does not accept the belief in the Holy Trinity, for he considers that Jesus was subordinate to
God the Father.  A person who practices or believes in Arrianism. 

arriar
It means lower down, loosen, pick up, fold.

arriazo
Person who does something wrong.  Of little value or that bothers, annoys, annoys.  It is also a surname of Basque
origin.  There is also Arriazu.  Surname of a Spanish filmmaker named Javier Arriazo.  His full name is Javier Daniel
Pérez Arriazo. 

arribo



It means arrival.  Inflection of arriving which means to arrive.   Come, go, introduce yourself. 

arricón
It is one of the common names of a plant of edible roots.  It is also known as mauka, chago, miso, yuquilla or bull
arracacha.  Its scientific name is Mirabilis expansa and belongs to the family Nyctaginaceae.  It is mostly consumed in
the high-Academic areas of Colombia, Ecuador, Peru and Bolivia.

arriera
Female harrier.  Woman who lashes mules.  Relative to the harriers.  Name given to a class of ants that is crop pest. 
They are also known as zompopo or cutter.

arrieraje
arrieraje is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Arrieraje," being its meaning:<br>It is everything to do with the
culture of the carriers. Mule driving. It is a very common word in the coffee region of Colombia. The carriers transporting
goods in rural areas on the back of a mule. Ordinary language.

arriero
In Colombia it is the person who manages a group of mules or beasts of burden.  Character of the peasant paisa culture
who is dedicated to transporting merchandise on mules.  It is the symbol of the peasant culture of the coffee zone. 

arrieros somos
The Colombian song says " But do not worry, that carriers are and on the way we walk.  .  .  .  . but do not worry that
carriers we are and on the way we are " : It is a voice of the Colombian arrieraje, which means: quiet, then we will see
and we will have opportunity to greet us and help us.  It is a way to respond to someone who has given thanks for a
favor received on the trail, on the bottom or accommodation.  Nothing there that or happy.

arrimarse
It means approaching, approaching, get together, join. Located closer to something or someone.

arriscar
In Colombia, especially in the Department of Boyacá is to accomplish something difficult to achieve a goal believed to be
impossible, to do something hard, get impossible, something very complicated, lift something heavy.  It is also down a
cliff or Crag, falling, drives it.  be rolled.  Put in much danger or risk.  Rage, rage, get high, exalt.

arrivar
The correct term is to arrive (with a b).  It means get, go, appear, appear, bring, come.

arroba
It is the name of a measure of weight, which does not belong to the metric system.  Colombia is the fourth part of a
bundle.  Fourth of a quintal.  Equivalent to 25 pounds.  At, in English: symbol used in systems to form directions
electronics, is the link between the name of the user and the company that provides the service of transmission of the
message (operator).

arroba símbolo
Arroba symbol is @.  Arroba is a measure of weight equal to 25 pounds.  It is a symbol that is essential in the addresses



of emails between the user of the server.  English @ is at (A, a, in).

arrocero
Relating to rice.  Person who grows and trades in rice.  It's also a way to call a bird in Colombia.  It is also called
yellow-breasted sparrow, American savannah, rice savannah and common savannah.  Its scientific name is Spiza
americana, from the family Cardenalidae.  It is a migratory bird that comes from Canada. 

arrocero
Relating to rice.  A person who grows or trades in rice.  It's also a way to call a bird in Colombia.  It is also called
yellow-breasted sparrow, American savannah, rice savannah and common savannah Its scientific name is Spiza
americana, from the family Cardenalidae.  It is a migratory bird that comes from Canada. 

arrojarse
In Colombia, it means launch, rush, disposed of from the top, jump.

arromadizar
It means spreading cold or flu.  Crack,.  Transmit or infect the Romadizo . 

arrope
It means juice or extract.  It can also be synonymous with syrup.  Cooked must.  Inflection of tucking .  It means covering
or covering with a blanket, sheltering.

arroyito
Name of a song by Colombian singer Fonseca.  Diminutive stream, small stream.  Low flow river or water stream.

arroyo
It is a small or medium flow watercourse.  Riachuelo, pipe, cove.  In Colombia it is a surname of Spanish origin.  In
Spain it is the name of two towns in Cantabria (Las Rozas de Valdearroyo and Santillana del mar ) and another in
Palencia.  It is also the name of a municipality in Puerto Rico.  Last name of a great salsa singer and composer in
Colombia, named Joe Arroyo,

arroz
It is the name of the second most consumed cereal in the world (after corn which is the first and surpasses wheat which
is the third).  It is a grain, the basis of food in many cultures of the world.  It is the spiked fruit of a plant of the Poaceae
family (Grass).  Its scientific name is Oryza sativa. 

arruar
It is the name of the sound a wild boar when it runs away terrified of hunters.  Growl.


